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 Delivering flawless mixing, whipping and kneading that's built to last, Moulinex Bake Partner is the kitchen
machine designed to met all your needs in the kitchen day after day. A powerful 1100 W motor is the key to
perfect results every time, with a planetary movement that reaches every part of the bowl for smooth and
homogenous mixing. Discover a generous 4.6 L capacity for preparing large quantities for friends and family,
including up to 10 egg whites, 40 cupcakes or 3 large pizza doughs!
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EDITORIAL DESCRIPTION
 Your reliable partner for delicious baking day after day!

Meet the all-new Bake Partner, the kitchen machine that makes it easy to achieve perfect baking results day after
day. From light batters to heavy doughs, this reliable kitchen machine features rigorously tested EVER baking
technology for durable performance that's built to last. With a powerful 1100 W motor, the perfect planetary
movement, 8 speeds + pulse function and so much more, discover the perfect companion for simplified baking .

ETAILING DESCRIPTION
 Moulinex Bake Partner, Kitchen Machine, Powerful 1100 W Stand Mixer, QA525810

FULL BAKING KIT: BakeGood patented tools including a flex whisk for whipped cream and stiff egg whites
(even from one egg), a beater for light batters and a dough hook for kneading heavy doughs
BUILT TO LAST: Tested on hundreds of batters and bread doughs, our EVER baking technology
automatically detects dough consistency and adapts power and speed for durable long-lasting
performance
EASY AND SAFE USE: An easy-lifting arm with a wide angle offers easy access for attaching accessories
and adding ingredients—along with auto-off that shuts off mixing when the arm is lifted
POWERFUL 1100 W MOTOR: The powerful 1100 W motor delivers high-performance mixing, whipping and
kneading results—meeting all your baking and cooking needs in the kitchen day after day
15-YEAR REPAIRABILITY: Low-cost parts available in our 6200 repair centers worldwide, for quick repair
over many years—part of our commitment to help protect the environment and cut down on waste
PLANETARY MOVEMENT: The planetary movement of your stand mixer ensures every part of the bowl is
reached, making it easy to achieve smooth and homogenous mixing results
4.6 L BOWL: Whip up to 10 egg whites, create up to 40 cupcakes and prepare up to 3 large pizza doughs in
the generous 4.6 L stainless steel bowl, with an anti- splash cover for spotless baking
5 ATTACHMENTS INCLUDED: High-speed and low-speed outputs for perfect performance from the
versatile attachments and accessories—including a 1.25 L blender, a shredder, a grinder, a chopper and a
meat mincer
8 SPEEDS + PULSE FUNCTION: 8 speed settings with a pulse function that can be easily adjusted right on
the appliance—for effortless and delicious results
WHAT'S IN THE BOX: Bake Partner Kitchen Machine, cover, Flex Whisk attachment, beater attachment,
dough hook, blender, meat mincer (2 grids), shredder (3 drums) attachment, grinder attachment, chopper
attachment

PRODUCT BENEFITS

BakeGood accessory kit
A whisk for whipped cream and stiff egg whites (even from a single egg), a beater for light
batters and a dough hook for kneading heavy doughs.

Built to last
EVER baking technology automatically adapts power and speed for optimal results—for a
long-lasting motor with performance you can rely on over time.
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Easy and safe
An easy-lifting arm with a wide angle makes it easy to attach accessories and add
ingredients—with auto-off when the arm is lifted.

Powerful 1100 W motor
Designed to meet all your needs in the kitchen day after day, the powerful 1100 W motor
delivers perfect mixing, whipping and kneading every time.

Planetary movement
The planetary movement of the pastry tool and machine head ensures every part of the bowl is
reached—for smooth and homogenous mixing results.

Generous capacity
Whip up to 10 egg whites, create up to 40 cupcakes and prepare up to 3 large pizza doughs in
the 4.6 L stainless steel bowl with an anti-splash cover.

5 attachments included
Versatile accessories including a 1.25 L blender, a grinder, a chopper and more—with
high-speed and low-speed outputs for perfect performance.

Easy speed controls
8 speed settings with a pulse function that can be easily adjusted directly on the appliance—for
effortless and delicious meals and desserts.
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HOTSPOT

EVER baking technology

Our advanced technology ensures
long-lasting performance from your
kitchen machine that's ideal for daily use,
with a sturdy metal gearbox and
automatic adjustment of power and
speed by dough consistency.

BakeGood accessories and
attachments

Upgrade your culinary game with a
whisk for whipped cream and stiff
egg whites (even from a single
egg), a beater for light batters and
a dough hook for kneading heavy
doughs.

Easy-lifting arm and effortless
access

An easy-lifting arm with a wide
angle offers easy access for
attaching accessories and
adding ingredients—along with
auto-off that stops mixing when
the arm is lifted.

8 easily adjustable speeds +
pulse function

Everything you need, easily
within reach: 8 speed settings
with a pulse function that can
be easily adjusted right on the
appliance—for effortless and
delicious results.

Generous 4.6 L capacity bowl

Whip up to 10 egg whites, create
up to 40 cupcakes and prepare up
to 3 large pizza doughs in the
generous 4.6 L stainless steel
bowl, with a smart design for
easy access.

Full range of accessories for total
versatility

High-speed and low-speed outputs
for perfect performance from the
versatile attachments and
accessories—including a 1.25 L
blender, a shredder, a grinder, a
chopper and more.
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PRODUCT FEATURES

MAIN FEATURES
Power 1100 W

Bowl total capacity 4.6 L

Speed settings 8

Whisk Flex Whisk

Additional included accessories GRINDER
OTHER FEATURES

Pulse function Yes

Planetary movement Yes

Bread dough 0.8 kg

Cake dough 1.8 kg

Bowl material Stainless steel

Blender Yes

Shredder/slicer Yes

Shredder slicer functions 3

Beater Yes

Dough Hook Yes

Meat mincer Yes

Mini chopper Yes

Cord Storage Yes

Colours BLACK GLAMA

Country of origin China

LOGISTICS DATA CMMF : 7211419206

 EAN CODE PCS / PARCEL PCS / LAYER LAYER / PALLET PCS / PALLET PCS / CONTAINER

EAN ST : 3016667292068
EAN UC :

1 4 2 8
C20 : 270
C40 : 555
HQ4 : 666

UNPACKED PRODUCT PACKED PRODUCT STANDARD PARCEL PALLET
DIMENSIONS (D x W x H) 424 x 257 x 324 (mm) 572 x 372 x 396 (MM) 590 x 390 x 420 (MM) 1 200 x 800 x 974 (MM)

WEIGHT 7.681 (KG) 11,109 (KG) 11,109 (KG) 109,872 (KG)

RELATIONS CMMF : 7211419206

Switch (replace)
Switch (is replaced by)
Cross-sell
Accessories
Linked to finished products
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